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Abstract
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis Overview

The main goal of this master thesis project has been to correct for inaccuracies in a low cost robotic arm by a learning approach. By combining Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) [27] with visual servoing an acceptable level of accuracy as reached.

Initially an analytical closed-form inverse kinematics solution for a 5 DOF robotic arm has been developed and implemented. This analytical solution proved not to meet the accuracy required for the shape sorting puzzle setup used in the COSPAL (COgnitiveSystems using Perception-Action Learning) project [2]. The shape sorting puzzle scenario consist of a number of puzzle pieces of different shapes and holes in corresponding shapes. The correctness of the analytic model could be confirmed through a simulated ideal robot and the source of the problem was deemed to be nonlinearities introduced by weak servos unable to compensate for the effect of gravity. Instead of developing a new analytic model that takes into account the effect of gravity, which would be erroneous when the characteristics of the robotic arm changed, e.g. when picking up a heavy object, a learning approach was selected.

As learning method LWPR has been used. It is an incremental supervised learning method and it is considered a state-of-the-art method for function approximation in high dimensional spaces.

LWPR was used to learn the inverse kinematics of the above mentioned robotic arm. The learned inverse kinematics was further combined with visual servoing. This allows for an improvement in accuracy by the use of visual feedback and the problems introduced by the weak servos can be solved. By combining the trained LWPR model with visual servoing, a high level of accuracy is reached, which is sufficient for the shape sorting puzzle setup used in COSPAL.
1.2 Mathematical Notation

Throughout this thesis, bold lower case letters $\mathbf{x}$ are used to denote vectors, bold upper case letters $\mathbf{X}$ denote matrices. All scalar values $x,X$ are denoted by italic letters.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1: Introduction.

Chapter 2: Short introduction to robotic arms.

Chapter 3: Introduction to the basic ideas behind learning systems. A detailed description of two simple supervised learning methods is given as a preparation for Locally Weighted Projection Regression described in chapter 4.

Chapter 4: The learning method Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) is presented. It is an incremental supervised learning method and it is considered a state-of-the-art method for function approximation in high dimensional spaces.

Chapter 5: The concept of visual servoing is introduced. How LWPR can be used as a base for visual servoing is described.

Chapter 6: Experimental setup and obtained results. LWPR has been used to learn the inverse kinematics and visual servoing has been used to further increase the accuracy.

Chapter 7: Discussion and conclusions. Some suggestions of further work are presented.
Chapter 2

Robotics

This section gives a brief introduction to robotics with focus on robotic arms.

2.1 Robotic Arms

A robotic arm, see figure 2.1, can be modeled as a chain of rigid bodies (links) which in general are connected to each other with lower-pair joints. There are a total of six possible types of lower-pair joints, i.e. revolute, sliding, cylindrical, spherical, screw and planar joints, although only revolute and sliding joints are common in industrial robotic arms [10]. The first link is assumed to be connected to a supporting base while the last link is connected to the end-effector, e.g. a gripper or a drilling tool. The robotic arm is moved into different configurations by manipulating the angles of revolute joints and the lengths of sliding joints. The configuration \( c \) of the end-effector is usually of interest and can fully be defined by position \( p = (x, y, z)^T \), approach vector \( a = (a_x, a_y, a_z)^T \) (i.e. the direction from the last joint to the position \( p \)) and a vector \( r = (r_x, r_y, r_z)^T \) defining rotation such that \( c = (x, y, z, a_x, a_y, a_z, r_x, r_y, r_z)^T \).

2.2 Robotic Arm Kinematics

Robot arm kinematics deals with the the motion of a robotic arm, i.e. the position, velocity and acceleration of each link, without any regards to the forces that cause the motion [10]. Two fundamental problems within this area of study are the forward position and the inverse position problem. In the forward position problem the links and joint parameters of the robotic arm are given. The task is to find the configuration of the end-effector that will be the result of the given parameters. For the inverse position problem the desired configuration of the end-effector is given and the task is to find the corresponding joint parameters.

Let the joint parameters be noted \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_k) \) where \( k \) is the degrees of freedom (DOF) and \( \theta_i \) is the configuration of the \( i \)th joint. The forward position
problem can then be formulated as: Find the function $f$ such that

$$f(\theta) = c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The inverse position problem can be stated as: Find $g$ such that

$$g(f(\theta)) = \theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The solution to the forward position problem is rather straightforward. One common method is to use Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, that describe the characteristics of each link and also the relationship between connecting links [9], and homogeneous transform matrices. The problem, when the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are identified, is then reduced to simple matrix multiplication.

The inverse problem on the other hand is a more complex one. An analytical solution to the general inverse position problem does not exist even though numerical approaches exist. For 6 DOF robotic arms where kinematic decoupling is possible, e.g. the three last joints intersecting allowing the positioning and orientation problem of the gripper to be separated, closed-form analytical solutions exist [10].
It is worth noting that the solution to the forward position problem is unambiguous while the inverse position problem may result in a number of different solutions, i.e. a given configuration of the end-effector can often be reached by more than one joint configuration, see figure 2.2.

The accuracy of analytical solutions to the inverse and forward problems depends on how reliable the values of the link parameters are. A small deviation from the true value may result in significant errors for the end-effector rendering the analytical solution unusable.

Figure 2.2. The same configuration of the end-effector can often be reached in a number of ways. Here are two possible solutions illustrated for a 5 DOF robotic arm.

For a thorough description of the forward and inverse kinematics problem and the use of D-H parameters see [8], [9] or [10].
Chapter 3

Learning

This chapter introduces the basic ideas behind learning systems. A detailed description of two simple supervised learning methods (linear regression and progression regression) are given in the last two sections of this chapter as a preparation for Locally Weighted Projection Regression described in chapter 4.

3.1 Machine Learning

‘Learning is defined as any relatively permanent change in behavior resulting from past experience, and a learning system is characterized by its ability to improve its behavior with time, in some sense towards an ultimate goal.’ [18]

The field of machine learning strives towards developing systems that have the ability to learn. A strict definition of the ability to learn is hard to find although most sources seem to agree on that the ability to learn is roughly equivalent to the ability to gain knowledge or skills from experience [17][18][20].

The field of machine learning can be divided into three main classes: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning.

Supervised learning

In supervised learning the system is presented sequences of corresponding inputs and outputs. That is, for each input the system is also shown the desired output. The system is expected to be able to generalize from the shown training sequences and to correctly predict the output for previously unseen inputs.

Reinforcement learning

In reinforcement learning the system is given a reward (or punishment) depending on the generated output. The aim for the system is to over time acquire as much
reward as possible. For a reinforcement learning system there will always be a trade-off between exploration (learning) and exploitation of learned knowledge. From experience the system knows which previously generated output that was effective to gain rewards; but to learn such outputs the system needs to try new outputs [24].

**Unsupervised learning**

In unsupervised learning the system is shown only the input sequence. The system has to look for patterns in the input data without any feedback at all. Unsupervised learning is mostly used to learn a certain representation of the input that can be favorable for later processing [6].

A further distinction between learning methods can be done into *batch/offline* or *incremental/online* methods. For a batch method, all the training data need to be collected before the training can start. The system will then get access to all the data at once. An incremental method will receive one training sample at the time. Batch versions of an algorithm will often perform better than an incremental version of the same algorithm but the drawback is that the entire set of training samples needs to be kept in memory.

### 3.2 Why Learning?

An autonomous system operating in an unknown changing environment encounters a large diversity of situations. When developing such a system one approach would be to supply the system with appropriate instructions for all possible situations, i.e. in the sense of traditional artificial intelligence. Despite the fact that this would be a very difficult task it would also require that the system would perform identically in the developing environment as well as in an unknown environment. This would be a very difficult, if not an impossible task [12].

A different approach would be to supply the system with the ability to learn and hence adapt to changes. Such a system would change its behavior depending on the current situation and the task to be performed. A learning system would be more flexible to changes and able to function in a wider range of situations.

### 3.3 The Curse of Dimensionality

The curse of dimensionality is an often encountered term in learning and especially in high dimensional problems. It refers to the exponential growth of the volume of the hypercube with the number of dimensions [4]. To illustrate the problem, assume the training space is made up of the unit cube in $nD$. To cover half of the training space volume in $nD$ we need to cover a distance of $l = 0.5\sqrt{n}$ units in
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each direction. This becomes cumbersome in as few dimensions as 3 and nearly impossible for 10 dimensions, see table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Distance to cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. The growth of the volume of the hypercube. The table shows the distance in each dimension that needs to be covered to span a hypercube with half the volume of the unit hypercube.

Assume that we are acquiring training points by sampling half the training space along each dimension. One of the problems due to the curse of dimensionality becomes apparent when we realise that for \( n^D \) we are effectively sampling \( 0.5^n \) of the volume of the training space, e.g. for \( n = 10 \) we are acquiring training samples for less than 0.1% of the training space.

### 3.4 Local Learning

In global learning methods one global model is fitted to all the training data while in local learning methods a number of local models are fitted to different parts of the training data. All the different models have a position, e.g. spatially, and a region of validity centered around the location of the individual model. Instead of region of validity the biologically inspired term receptive field (RF) is sometimes used. When training the individual local model, samples near, in whatever metric used, the center of the local model will influence the model more than samples far away. The simplest local learning method is perhaps the nearest neighbor method. Nearest neighbor approximates the output by using the output data of the nearest training sample, i.e. only the nearest training sample will affect the local model.

The use of RFs requires a way to decide which training samples that will contribute, and with how much, to the training process of each model. The weight, or activation, associated with a certain sample can be calculated by using different weighting kernels. The weight is then used as a measurement of how much that particular sample will contribute to the overall characteristics of the local model. Two different weighting kernels can be seen in figure 3.1. The left plot shows a
Figure 3.1. Left: A uniform weighting kernel. A sample that is less than 5 units from the model center is given weight 1. Samples further away are given weight 0.
Right: A Gaussian weighting kernel. The weight, $w$, of a training sample is given as $w = e^{-\frac{D^2}{2}}$. Here $D = 0.1$.

uniform weighting kernel. All samples within a certain distance from the model center is given weight 1 while samples further away are given weight, and thus influence, 0. The kernel to the right weights the influence of training data depending on the distance to the model center.

Fitting a global model to data that is intrinsically different in different parts of the
space may result in a poor fit. See figure 3.2 where noisy training samples have been drawn from two different straight lines valid in different regions. The least-squares method has been used globally in the left plot, resulting in a poor fit, and locally in the right plot where two models have been used. The global approach minimizes the residual sum of squares in a global aspect causing the local fit to be very poor. The local approach minimizes the residual sum of squares on a local scale resulting in better performance.

![Graph showing local and global least-squares fits.](image)

**Figure 3.2.** The intrinsic nature of the training data is represented by the solid line. Noisy training samples are marked with + and the fitted model is represented by the dashed line. **Left:** A global least-squares method has been used resulting in a poor fit to the training data. **Right:** A local least-squares method has been used resulting in a good fit. Two least-squares models, centered in $X = 5$ and $X = 15$, have been used with a uniform weighting kernel with width of 5 units.

When it comes to generalizing and predicting it is by no means sure that the local approach outperforms the global one. If the intrinsic nature of the training data is the same throughout the training space, local approaches may perform worse, see figure 3.3. Noisy training samples are drawn from a straight line and sufficient training data is only available in the left part of the training space. Fitting a global least-squares model to the data works well while fitting two local least-squares models to the same data gives a better fit but the model is specific to the region of the training data available.
squares models performs badly.

Figure 3.3. The intrinsic nature of the training data is represented by a solid line. Noisy training samples are marked with + and the fitted model is represented by the dashed line. Left: A global least-squares method has been used resulting in a good fit. Right: A local least-squares method. Two least-squares models, centered in \( X = 5 \) and \( X = 15 \), have been used with a uniform weighting kernel (width of 5 units).

3.5 Linear Regression

Let \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_q)^T \) represent a \( q \)-dimensional input vector and \( y \) represent a scalar output such that \( y = f(\mathbf{x}) + \epsilon \) where \( \epsilon \) is noise of some kind. Multiple linear regression (MLR), or univariate linear regression if \( q = 1 \), makes a prediction \( \hat{y} \) of \( y \) as a linear combination of the input variable \( \mathbf{x} \). Let \( \mathbf{\beta} = (\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_q, \beta_0)^T \) be the regression parameters and \( \tilde{\mathbf{x}} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_q, 1)^T \). The MLR can then be written as

\[
\hat{y} = x_1\beta_1 + x_2\beta_2 + \ldots + x_q\beta_q + \beta_0 = \tilde{\mathbf{x}}^T\mathbf{\beta}.
\] (3.1)

The problem in MLR is how to choose \( \mathbf{\beta} \) such that \( \hat{y} \) describes \( y \) as well as possible. Usually the norm of the residual vector \( e = y - \hat{y} \) is to be minimized.
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Assuming the number \( N \) of input-output observations \((y_n, x_n)\) is larger than the number of regression parameters then in general no exact solution can be found [19]. By introducing and minimizing a suitable cost function \( J \) that depends on the residual \( e \) a solution can be found. The cost function used by the least-squares method is

\[
J = \sum_{n=1}^{N} (y_n - \hat{y}_n)^2 = (Y - X\beta)^T(Y - X\beta)
\]  

(3.2)

where \( Y = (y_1 \ y_2 \ \ldots \ y_n)^T \) and \( X = (\tilde{x}_1 \ \tilde{x}_2 \ \ldots \ \tilde{x}_n)^T \). \( J \) is minimized by choosing \( \beta \) as the pseudo-inverse [13]

\[
\beta = (X^T X)^{-1} X^T Y.
\]  

(3.3)

The discussion above can easily be generalized to the output being a vector instead of a scalar, e.g. for an \( m \) dimensional output consider \( m \) independent univariate regression problems [13].

3.6 Projection Regression

The computational cost of function approximation by ordinary MLR becomes a problem in high dimensional input spaces [23]. Also, if the input consists of redundant and/or correlated dimensions the solution may become numerically unstable and very sensitive to noise. Using dimensionality reducing techniques, such as projection regression, has been proven to be a useful approach [23].

The term projection regression refers to the procedure of replacing the ordinary MLR by a number of univariate regressions performed in a subspace of the original data. The original data is projected onto a subspace spanned by orthogonal basis vectors which will act as regression directions. The original MLR can be replaced by computationally cheaper univariate regressions since the regression directions are chosen to be orthogonal. The final MLR is then given by simply adding the univariate regressions [13]. How to choose this subspace is a non-trivial task. In section 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 two different methods for projection regression are described.

3.6.1 Principal Component Regression

Principal component regression uses the principal components, i.e. the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, of the input data as the subspace for the univariate regressions [13]. Limiting the number of principal components used, e.g. only using principal components corresponding to sufficiently large eigenvalues, works as dimensionality reduction. Using \( k \) principal components guarantees that the
spanned subspace is the subspace of $k$-dimensions that are describing the distribution of input data as well as possible in a least-squares sense. This does not necessarily imply that they also describe the correspondence between input and output as well as possible.

### 3.6.2 Partial Least-Squares Regression

Projection regression using partial least-squares (PLS) performs univariate regression along the directions that describe the correspondence between input and output as well as possible. The procedure of choosing the regression direction as well as deciding the regression parameters is described in algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 shows how to predict the output for a query. The input and output in algorithm 1 are assumed to be mean centered. If this is not the case then it can easily be obtained through preprocessing of the data. For a more complete source on PLS see [19]

---

**Algorithm 1** PLS pseudo code

```plaintext
1: Initialize $X_{res} = X, y_{res} = y$
2: for $r = 1 : R$ (For each projection) do
3:   $u_r = X_{res}^T y_{res}$
4:   $s_r = X_{res} u_r$
5:   $\beta_r = \frac{s_r^T y_{res}}{s_r^T s_r}$
6:   $p_r = \frac{X_{res}^T}{s_r^T s_r} s_r$
7:   $X_{res} = X_{res} - s_r p_r^T$
8:   $y_{res} = y_{res} - s_r \beta_r$
9: end for
```

---

**Comments on algorithm 1:**

Line 2. The number of projections $R$ could be prespecified or a stopping criteria for adding new projections may be used, e.g. if the residual $y_{res}$ is small enough no further projections are used.

Line 3. The direction $u_r$ of highest correlation between $X$ and $y$ is computed.

Line 4. $X_{res}$ is projected onto $u_r$ to obtain the coordinates of $X_{res}$ along $u_r$.

Line 5-6. $X_{res}$ and $y_{res}$ is regressed on $s_r$. $\beta_r$ and $p_r$ is given as the solution to the ordinary least-squares problem.

Line 7-8. The input space (line 7) and the output space (line 8) is reduced by subtracting the contributions already accounted for. This is done to ensure that
all following regression directions are orthogonal to previous ones.

**Algorithm 2** Predicting output with PLS for query point $x_q$

1. $x_{res} = x_q$
2. for $r = 1 : R$ (For each projection) do
3. \[ s_r = x_{res}u_r \]
4. \[ \hat{y} = \hat{y} + \beta_s r \]
5. \[ x_{res} = x_{res} - s_r p_r \]
6. end for
Chapter 4

Locally Weighted Projection Regression

Locally weighted projection regression (LWPR) is an incremental local learning algorithm for nonlinear function approximation in high dimensional spaces [26]. The key concept in LWPR is to approximate the underlying function by local linear models. The LWPR model automatically updates the number of receptive fields (RFs), i.e. local models, used as well as the location (which is decided by the RF center $c$) of each RF. The size and shape of the region of validity (decided by the distance metric $D$) of each RF is updated continuously based on the performance of each model. As stated in section 3.6, function approximation by ordinary MLR becomes cumbersome in high dimensions. To deal with this problem, within each local model an incremental version of weighted PLS is used.

In this chapter the main pseudo code for LWPR is recapitulated. The output is assumed to be a scalar but generalization to a vector is as straightforward as for multiple linear regression, e.g. by creating an LWPR model for each dimension in the output. In table 4.1 and table 4.2 the notations and parameters used in this chapter are summarized. The main pseudo-code for LWPR is given in algorithm 3 followed by an in-depth description of the involved steps, section 4.1 to 4.5. The procedure of predicting the output given a query point is described in section 4.6.

The algorithms presented in this chapter are basically the same as described in [25] except from some minor simplifications.
Internal variables for each RF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>The number of input dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>Activation by current input sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Discounted sum of weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>Center of the RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_c$</td>
<td>Discounted weighted mean of inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_r$</td>
<td>Regression parameters (for predicting output)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_r$</td>
<td>Regression parameters (for reducing input space)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Number of projection directions currently used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of training samples seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{\text{res},r}$</td>
<td>The remaining part of the input before the $r$:th projection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{\text{res},r}$</td>
<td>The residual before the $r$:th projection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MSE_r$</td>
<td>Mean squared error after $r$ projections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_r$</td>
<td>Discounted direction of maximal correlation between inputs and outputs, i.e. the $r$:th projection direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_r$</td>
<td>The coordinates of $x_{\text{res},r}$ when projected onto $u_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ss_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable the incremental PLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sx_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable the incremental PLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sy_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable the incremental PLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Distance metric defining shape and size of the RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_r$</td>
<td>Memory term to enable distance metric update</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1.** Internal variables for each RF.

Parameters used by the LWPR model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{def}}$</td>
<td>Initial value of distance metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{\text{add}}$</td>
<td>Used to decide when to add a new RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{\text{prune}}$</td>
<td>Used to decide when to prune RFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{\text{act}}$</td>
<td>Used to decide whether to update a RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Used to decide whether to add a new projection direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Controlling the gradient decent rate in the distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Balancing the shrinking in the distance metric update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Forgetting factor used in iPLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2.** Parameters used by the LWPR model.
4.1 Calculating the Activation

LWPR uses a Gaussian weighting kernel (see section 3.4) to calculate the activation of each RF according to

\[ w_k = e^{-\frac{(c_k - x)^T D_k (c_k - x)}{2}}, \]

(4.1)

where \( x \) denotes the input and \( c_k \) denotes the center of RF \( k \). The matrix \( D_k \), called distance metric, is used to adjust the size and shape of the RF. The distance metric of each RF is updated according to section 4.3.

4.2 Locally Weighted Incremental PLS

LWPR performs function approximation by replacing the original problem of multiple linear regression by a number of univariate linear regressions by using an incremental locally weighted version of PLS (algorithm 4). A forgetting factor \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \) and a number of memory terms are introduced to enable the incremental update. The pseudo code can be found in algorithm 4. The subscript \( k \) (indicating that we are dealing with RF \( k \)) for all variables in algorithm 4 has been dropped to simplify the notation.

Comments on algorithm 4:

Line 2. If the activation \( w \) is higher than a fixed value \( w_{\text{act}} \) the local regression model should be updated. This limitation is done to gain computational efficiency.
Algorithm 4: Incremental LWPLS for receptive field $k$ centered in $c$

1: for each new training point $(x, y)$ do
2: \hspace{1em} if $w > w_{\text{act}}$ then
3: \hspace{2em} $W^{n+1} = \lambda W^n + w$
4: \hspace{2em} $x_{n+1}^c = (\lambda W^n x_n^c + w x)/W^{n+1}$
5: \hspace{2em} $\beta_{0}^{n+1} = (\lambda W^n v \beta_{0}^n + w y)/W^{n+1}$
6: \hspace{2em} $x_{\text{res}} = x - x_{n+1}^c$
7: \hspace{2em} $y_{\text{res}} = y - \beta_{0}^{n+1}$
8: \hspace{2em} for $r = 1 : R$ (For all projections) do
9: \hspace{3em} $u_{n+1}^r = \lambda u_n^r + w x_{\text{res}} y_{\text{res}}$
10: \hspace{3em} $s_r = (x_{\text{res}}^T u_n^r + 1T u_n^r + 1)$
11: \hspace{3em} $s_{x_{\text{res}}}^{n+1} = \lambda s_{x_{\text{res}}}^n + w s_r$
12: \hspace{3em} $y_{\text{res}}^{n+1} = \lambda y_{\text{res}}^n + w x_{\text{res}}$
13: \hspace{3em} $s_{x_{\text{res}}}^{n+1} = \lambda s_{x_{\text{res}}}^n + w s_{x_{\text{res}}}$
14: \hspace{3em} $p_{n+1}^r = s_{x_{\text{res}}}^{n+1} / s_{s_{y_{\text{res}}}}^{n+1}$
15: \hspace{3em} $y_{\text{res}}^{n+1} = y_{\text{res}}^n - s_r \beta_{0}^{n+1}$
16: \hspace{3em} $s_{x_{\text{res}}}^{n+1} = s_{x_{\text{res}}}^n - s_r p_{n+1}^r$
17: \hspace{3em} $MSE_{n+1 = \lambda MSE_{n} + w y_{\text{res}}^2}$
18: \hspace{2em} end for
19: \hspace{2em} if $MSE_{n+1} / MSE_{n-1} > \eta$ then
20: \hspace{3em} $R = R + 1$
21: \hspace{2em} end if
22: end if
23: end for

Line 3-7. Update the mean of input and output for the local model. The current training sample is then mean centered.

Line 8-19 are the locally weighted incremental version of PLS. To enable the incremental PLS a number of memory terms, $ss_r, sy_{\text{res}}$, and $sx_{\text{res}}$ are introduced. By comparison with the batch version of PLS in section 3.6.2 the memory terms can be identified as:

$$ ss_r^{(n+1)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} \lambda^{n+1-i} w^{(i)} s_r^{(i)} \approx s_r^T s_r $$

$$ sy_{\text{res}}^{(n+1)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} \lambda^{n+1-i} w^{(i)} s_r^{(i)} y_{\text{res}}^{(i)} \approx s_r^T y_{\text{res}} $$

$$ sx_{\text{res}}^{(n+1)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} \lambda^{n+1-i} w^{(i)} s_r^{(i)} x_{\text{res}}^{(i)} \approx X_{\text{res}}^T s_r, $$
4.3 Distance Metric Update

where the superscript \((i)\) denote the variable corresponding to the \(i\):th input.

Line 18 computes the squared sum of errors. It is used later at line 20 as a measurement of how many projections that should be used.

Line 20 If \(\frac{MSE_{t+1}}{MSE_t} > \eta\), \(\eta \in [0, 1]\) being a predefined parameter, then increase the number of projections \(R\) by one.

4.3 Distance Metric Update

The update rule for the distance metric \(D\) is based on stochastic gradient descent. Let \(M\) be the Cholesky decomposition of \(D\) and \(\alpha\) a parameter regulating the learning rate. The update rule can then be written as:

\[
D = M^T M \tag{4.5}
\]

\[
M^{n+1} = M^n - \alpha \frac{\partial J}{\partial M} \tag{4.6}
\]

\[
J = \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \frac{\|y_n - \hat{y}_{n,-n}\|^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n}. \tag{4.7}
\]

The cost function \(J\) is the weighted leave-one-out cross-validation error. \(\hat{y}_{n,-n}\) stands for the estimate of \(y_n\) when the model has been trained on all training points except the \(n\)th. The definition of \(D\) guarantees that \(D\) will be positive definite which is required for equation 4.1 to result in a Gaussian weighting kernel.

If the number of training samples grows, minimizing equation (4.7) would lead to receptive fields of very small size [21]. This is avoided by introducing a penalty term \(\gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{Q} D_{ij}^2\), where \(0 < \gamma \ll 1\) and \(Q\) being the number of input dimensions. A small receptive field would correspond to large squared sum of the elements of \(D\) which would induce a large penalty. Hence, we consider the cost function

\[
J = \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \frac{\|y_n - \hat{y}_{n,-n}\|^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} + \gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{Q} D_{ij}^2. \tag{4.8}
\]

Equation (4.8) can be written as (see appendix A)

\[
J = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \frac{\|y_n - \hat{y}_n\|^2}{\|1 - w_n x_n^T (X^T X)^{-1} x_n\|^2} + \gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{Q} D_{i,j}^2, \tag{4.9}
\]

which means that the cost function can be calculated without the need for N-fold training. Equation 4.9 can (see [28]\(^1\)) furthermore be written as

\(^1\)It should be noted that the proof in [28] includes an error. However, a correct proof can easily be derived from the in [28] presented outline.
\[ J = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \| y_n - \hat{y}_n \|^2 + \gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{Q} D_{i,j}^2 = \sum_{n=1}^{N} J_{1,n} + J_2 \] 

(4.10)

under the assumption that \( N = R \), and \( S = (s_1s_2 \ldots s_R) \).

Due to the incremental nature of the LWPR algorithm the true derivative (with respect to \( M \)) of the cost function can not be calculated. Instead a stochastic gradient approximation is used. The update rules for this approach are summarized below (for a full derivation see [21]).

The stochastic gradient approximation can be written as

\[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial M} \approx \frac{\partial w}{\partial M} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\partial J_{1,n}}{\partial w} \right) + \frac{w}{W^{n+1}} \frac{\partial J_2}{\partial M} = \frac{\partial w}{\partial M} Z + \frac{w}{W^{n+1}} \frac{\partial J_2}{\partial M} \]  

(4.11)

\( Z \) is calculated incrementally according to algorithm 5 and the other terms are calculated as:

\[ \frac{\partial J_2}{\partial M_{kl}} = 2 \gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{Q} D_{ij} \frac{\partial D_{ij}}{\partial M_{kl}} \]  

(4.12)

\[ \frac{\partial w}{\partial M_{kl}} = -\frac{1}{2} w(x - x_c)^T \frac{\partial D}{\partial M_{kl}} (x - x_c) \]  

(4.13)

\[ \frac{\partial D_{ij}}{\partial M_{kl}} = \delta_{ij} M_{kj} + \delta_{ji} M_{ki} \]  

(4.14)

\[ \delta_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & i = j \\ 0 & i \neq j \end{cases} \]  

(4.15)

4.4 Adding Receptive Fields

Adding a new RF is done when the maximum activation of the already existing RFs are less then \( w_{\text{add}} \). A high \( w_{\text{add}} \) means more overlap between RFs but also that more computing resources are needed. When adding a new RF all terms specific for the new RF that need to be initialized are summarized in algorithm 6. All other terms, e.g. memory terms for the incremental weighted partial least-squares, are set to zero.

The initial number of projection directions \( R \) is set to 2 to enable the comparison at line 20 in algorithm 4.
4.5 Pruning Receptive Fields

Algorithm 5 Calculation of \( Z = \sum_{r=1}^{R} (\sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\partial J_{1,n}}{\partial w}) \)

1: \( Z = 0 \)
2: for \( r = 1 : R \) (For all projections) do
3: \( C_r^{n+1} = \lambda C_r^n + w s_r x_{res}^T \)
4: \( k = \frac{1}{1 - ws / ss} \)
5: \( e_{cv,r} = k y_{res,r} \)
6: \( E_r^{n+1} = \lambda E_r^n + w e_{cv,r} \)
7: \( H_r^{n+1} = \lambda H_r^n + kwe_{cv,r} s_r \)
8: \( R_r^{n+1} = \lambda R_r^n + k w^2 s_r^2 e_{cv,r} \)
9: \( T_r^{n+1} = \lambda T_r^n + k w(2w e_{cv,r} s_r / ss - e_{cv,r} / \beta_r^{n+1}) x_{res}^T \)
10: \( Z = Z + k e_{cv,r} e_{cv,r} / \beta_r^{n+1} - 2(\lambda e_{cv,r} / \beta_r^{n+1}) H_r^n - 2(\lambda s_r^2 / ss_{n+1}) R_r^n - (E_r^{n+1} / \beta_r^{n+1}) + (T_r^{n+1} - 2R_r^{n+1} C_r^{n+1}) \)
11: end for

The initial value of the distance metric \( D_{def} \) should be chosen so the result is a rather too large RF than a too small RF. A large RF will quickly see a large number of training points resulting in quick adjustment towards the correct size. A very small RF will require a long time before seeing enough training points to compensate for the initial poor initialization.

Algorithm 6 Adding a new receptive field \( k \)

1: Initialize:
2: \( x_c = x \)
3: \( R = 2 \)
4: \( D = D_{def} \)
5: \( \beta_0 = y \)

4.5 Pruning Receptive Fields

Pruning a RF occurs for two reasons; overlapping and poor performance. The first reason, overlapping, occurs when two or more RFs are simultaneously activated with more than \( w_{\text{prune}} \), where \( w_{\text{prune}} \in [0, 1] \) is a parameter that defines the amount of tolerated overlap. When pruning for this reason the RF with largest region of validity (smallest value of the determinant of \( D \)) is kept. Pruning due to overlapping does not increase the performance of the LWPR model. It is only done to gain computational advantages.

The second reason, poor performance, occurs when the regularized weighted mean
squared error

\[ wMSE = \frac{e_{cv}^2}{W} + \gamma \sum_{i,j=1}^{N} D_{i,j}^2 \]  

in a RF is too large compared to that of other existing RFs. A check for poor performance is necessary to avoid degenerated cases when the RF of a local model grows to infinity. This will lead to a global learning approach but is avoided since this would also mean that the wMSE would be large [22].

### 4.6 Computing the Output

The procedure for computing the output \( \hat{y}_k \) for receptive field \( k \) given input query \( \mathbf{x}_q \) is described in algorithm 7. The final output \( \hat{y} \) is ultimately given as the weighted average of all receptive fields

\[ \hat{y} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \hat{y}_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} w_k} \]  

**Algorithm 7** Predicting the output for receptive field \( k \) for query point \( \mathbf{x}_q \)

1: Initialize \( \hat{y} = \beta_0 \), \( \mathbf{x}_{\text{res}} = \mathbf{x}_q - \mathbf{x}_c \)
2: for \( r = 1 : R \) do
3: \( s_r = \mathbf{u}_r^T \mathbf{x}_{\text{res}} \)
4: \( \hat{y} = \hat{y} + \beta_r s_r \)
5: \( \mathbf{x}_{\text{res}} = \mathbf{x}_{\text{res}} - s_r \mathbf{p}_r \)
6: end for
Chapter 5

Visual Servoing

This chapter begins with an introduction to visual servoing, section 5.1, where the nomenclature is adapted from [14] [15]. How an inverse kinematics model learned by LWPR can be used for visual servoing is described in section 5.3.

5.1 Introduction

The use of visual information for robot control, i.e. to reach a desired configuration with the end-effector, can be divided into two different system classes depending on approach; open-loop systems and closed-loop systems. The term visual servoing refers to the latter approach.

5.1.1 Nomenclature

Open-loop systems
In an open-loop system the extraction of information from the visual part of the system is separated from the task of operating the robot. Information, e.g. the position of the object to be gripped, is extracted from the image(s). This information is then fed to a robot control system that moves the robot arm blindly. This requires an accurate inverse kinematic model for the robot arm as well as an accurately calibrated camera system. Also, the environment needs to remain static between the assessment phase and the movement phase.

Visual servoing
In a system based on visual servoing visual information is continuously used as feedback to update the control signals. This gives a system that is less dependent on static environment than open-loop systems, calibrated camera(s) etc. Visual servoing systems are further divided into two subclasses, dynamic look-and-move systems and direct visual servo systems depending on the method of transforming
information into robot action.

Dynamic look-and-move systems use image extracted information as input to a robot controller that computes the desired joint configurations and then uses joint feedback to internally stabilize the robot. This means that once the desired lengths and angles of the joints are decided, these configurations will be reached. This does not necessarily mean that the desired configuration of the end-effector is reached.

Direct visual servo systems use the extracted information to directly compute the input to the robot. This renders the use of a robot controller redundant.

![Flowchart for a position based dynamic look-and-move system. $\Delta x$ denotes the deviation between desired ($x_w$) and reached ($x$) configuration of the end-effector.](image)

Both the dynamic look-and-move and the direct visual servoing approach may be used in a *position based* or *image based* way, or in a combination of both. In a position based approach the images are processed such that the relevant 3D information is retrieved in world (or robot or camera) coordinates. The process of positioning the robotic arm is then defined in the appropriate 3D coordinate system. In an image based approach, 2D information is directly used to decide how to position the robot, i.e. the robotic arm is to be moved to a position defined by image coordinates. See figure 5.1 and 5.2 for flowcharts describing the different system architectures.
5.2 The Visual Servoing Task

The task in visual servoing when used in robot control is to minimize the norm of the deviation vector $\Delta x = x_w - x$, where $x$ denotes the reached configuration and $x_w$ denotes the desired configuration of the end-effector.

The configuration $x$ is said to lie in the task space and the control signal $y$ that generated this configuration is located in the joint space. The image Jacobian\(^1\) $J_{\text{img}}$ is the linear mapping that maps changes in joint space $\Delta y$ to changes in task space $\Delta x$ such that:

$$\Delta x = J_{\text{img}} \Delta y. \quad (5.1)$$

Let furthermore $J$ denote the inverse image Jacobian, i.e. a mapping from changes in task space to changes in joint space such that:

$$\Delta y = J \Delta x \quad (5.2)$$

---

\(^1\)The term image Jacobian is used since the task space is often the acquired image(s). The configuration vector is then the position of features in these images. The term interaction matrix may sometimes be encountered instead of image Jacobian.
\[ J = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial y_1}{\partial x_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial y_1}{\partial x_n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{\partial y_m}{\partial x_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial y_m}{\partial x_n} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

(5.3)

The term inverse image Jacobian does not necessarily mean that \( J \) is the mathematical inverse to \( J_{\text{img}} \). In fact, the mapping \( J_{\text{img}} \) does not need to be injective and hence not invertible (see figure 2.2 in section 2.2). In our case, this problem is avoided by the used test scenario (see chapter 6). The word inverse simply denotes that the inverse image Jacobian is describing changes in joint spaces given wanted changes in task space while the image Jacobian is describing changes in task space given changes in joint space.

If the inverse image Jacobian, or an estimate, has been acquired, the task of correcting for an erroneous control signal is in theory rather simple. If the current position with deviation \( \Delta x \) were originated from the control signal \( y \) the new control signal is then given as

\[ y_{\text{new}} = y - J\Delta x. \]  

(5.4)

In a non-ideal situation, the new control signal will most likely not result in the desired position. The process of estimating the Jacobian and to update the control signal needs to be repeated until a stopping criterion is met, e.g. the deviation is sufficiently small or the number of iterations has reached a prespecified number.

### 5.3 Combining Visual Servoing and LWPR

We have been using LWPR to learn the inverse kinematics of a robotic arm. Input to the LWPR model was the 3D position \( x \) and output was the corresponding control signals \( y \). Using LWPR as a base for visual servoing is a straightforward approach. LWPR gives a number of local linear models from which the inverse image Jacobian (further on just denoted Jacobian) can be estimated.

The derivation of the LWPR Jacobian starts by demonstrating that the output from LWPR can be written as a weighted sum of linear mappings. An algorithm describing how to calculate the linear mapping matrix for each local model is given in section 5.3.1. This is then followed by the derivation of the LWPR Jacobian in section 5.3.2.

#### 5.3.1 LWPR Output as a Linear Mapping

Algorithm 7 in section 4.6 describes the procedure of predicting the output \( \hat{y}_k \) for receptive field \( k \) given the input \( x \). After dropping the subscript \( k \) to simplify the notation, the result can be written as

\[ \hat{y} = \beta_1^T s_1 + \beta_2^T s_2 + \ldots + \beta_R^T s_R + \beta_0 \]  

(5.5)
where $\beta_r$ is known and $s_r$ is given as linear function of $x, x_c, u_r$ and $p_r$ and $x_c, u_r$ and $p_r$ are known from the considered RF. Hence, $\hat{y}$ is a linear mapping of $x$ and $(5.5)$ can for a vector output $\hat{y}$ be written as

$$\hat{y} = A(x - x_c) + \beta_0. \quad (5.6)$$

Algorithm 8 describes how to calculate $A$. This algorithm can easily be derived by manipulating the expression for $s_i$ given by algorithm 2.

Algorithm 8 Calculation of $A$ for a single receptive field

1: Initialize $A_0 = 0$, $C = I_d$, $d = \text{dim}(x)$
2: for $r = 1 : R$ do
3: $A_r = A_{r-1} + \beta_r u_r^T C$
4: $C = (I_d - p_r u_r^T) C$
5: end for

5.3.2 The LWPR Jacobian

At first glance it would be tempting to approximate the Jacobian with the weighted sum of the Jacobians of all individual RFs such that

$$J = \frac{d\hat{y}}{dx} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k A_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k}. \quad (5.7)$$

However, this would neglect the fact that $w_k$ is a function of $x$.

According to (5.6) each $\hat{y}_k$ can be written as

$$\hat{y}_k = A_k(x - x_{k,c}) + \beta_{k,0} \quad (5.8)$$

leading to

$$w_k \hat{y}_k = e^{-\frac{1}{2}(x - c_k)^T D_k (x - c_k)} (A_k(x - x_{k,c}) + \beta_{k,0}). \quad (5.9)$$

The derivatives $\frac{dw_k}{dx}$ and $\frac{d(w_k \hat{y}_k)}{dx}$ are

$$\frac{dw_k}{dx} = -(x - c_k)^T D_k w_k \quad (5.10)$$

$$\frac{d(w_k \hat{y}_k)}{dx} = -\hat{y}_k (x - c_k)^T D_k w_k + w_k A_k. \quad (5.11)$$

By setting $g = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \hat{y}_k$ and $h = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k$ and by using the quotient rule $\frac{dy}{dx}$ can be written as

$$\frac{d\hat{y}}{dx} = \frac{d \frac{g}{h}}{dx} = \frac{\frac{dg}{dx} h - g \frac{dh}{dx}}{h^2} = \frac{\frac{dg}{dx} - \hat{y} \frac{dh}{dx}}{h} \quad (5.12)$$
giving

\[
\frac{d\hat{y}}{dx} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( -\hat{y}_k(x - c_k)^T D_k w_k + w_k A_k \right) - \frac{\hat{y}}{h} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( -(x - c_k)^T D_k w_k \right)
\]  \hspace{0.5cm} (5.13)

ultimately leading to the expression

\[
J = \frac{d\hat{y}}{dx} = \frac{1}{h} \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k (A_k + (\hat{y}_k - \hat{y})(x - c_k)^T D_k).
\]  \hspace{0.5cm} (5.14)

5.3.3 Updating the Jacobian

After the Jacobian has been estimated, the control signal is updated. The new control signal is used to move the robot and the resulting configuration is observed. The new error \(\Delta x_{\text{new}}\) is calculated and unless any of the stopping criteria have been met, the visual servoing is repeated. This causes a problem when calculating the Jacobian through the learned LWPR model. As can be seen in (5.14), we need for the Jacobian update the current weights \(w_k\), the outputs \(\hat{y}_k\) and also the corresponding input \(x\) that generated the predicted signal \(\hat{y}_{\text{new}}\). But since \(\hat{y}_{\text{new}}\) was obtained by using the Jacobian (and is no longer an output of the LWPR model) it is a new non-trivial problem to calculate the corresponding input. Two different solutions have been used for dealing with this problem: a static approach and an approximative updating approach.

\textit{Static approach:} The simplest solution is the static approach. The Jacobian is simply not updated and the Jacobian used in the first step is (still) used in the following steps.

\textit{Approximative updating approach:} The somewhat more complex solution uses the (unrealistic) assumption that the LWPR model is flawless. This means that if we use the (after one VS iteration) reached position as input to the LWPR model we would get predicted control signals that would result in the observed position. This in turn means that we may update the Jacobian by estimating the Jacobian as if the query was the reached position. The first two iterations using the approximative updating approach is described in figure 5.3 to figure 5.8. The green dotted line represents the LWPR approximation of the real function, which in turn is represented by the solid black line.
5.3 Combining Visual Servoing and LWPR

Figure 5.3. The wanted configuration $x_w$ and the LWPR prediction $y_1$

Figure 5.4. The robotic arm is moved using the control signal $y_1$ and the reached configuration $x_1$ is observed, resulting in the deviation $\Delta x_1$. 
Figure 5.5. For the first visual servoing iteration, the Jacobian $J_1$ is estimated and the control signal is updated. Resulting in $y_2$.

Figure 5.6. The robotic arm is moved using the control signal $y_2$ and the reached configuration $x_2$ is observed, resulting in the deviation $\Delta x_2$. 
To further update the control signal we would need the Jacobian $J_2$, corresponding to unknown input $x_2$.

Instead of the real LWPR Jacobian $J_2$, the approximative Jacobian $\tilde{J}_2$ is used to estimate the new control signal $y_3$.

$y_3 = y_2 - \Delta x_2 \tilde{J}_2$
Chapter 6

Experiments

Experiments have been done both on an ideal robotic arm (simulator) and a real robotic arm. The inverse kinematics of the robotic arm was learned by LWPR and the performance with and without visual servoing was evaluated. The obtained results are presented in section 6.2.1 and section 6.3.1.

6.1 Test Scenario

The test scenario used to evaluate the performance of the visual servoing based on the learned inverse kinematics is the reduced 3D scenario, denoted 2D+, used in the COSPAL project. 2D+ refers to the fact that the end-effector can be positioned in two different planes, the grip- and the movement-plane. The approach vector of the end-effector is to be perpendicular to the ground plane. The task space of the robotic arm is restricted (by physical and practical constraints) to a half circle with radius of 240 mm.

6.2 Simulator Setup

The simulator was constructed from an ideal model of the Lynx-6 robotic arm implemented in Matlab. To imitate the real world conditions, Gaussian noise was added to the acquired training points as well as to the obtained positions after each visual servoing iteration. This was done in order to make the comparison between the simulated world and the real world as straightforward as possible.

For the simulator training points in both planes were acquired by using the ideal model, but with Gaussian noise added, since we can not expect to obtain perfect training data in the real world setup either. That means, we add noise to the position we want to reach by the ideal model (since we can not position the real robot exactly in the planes) and then add additional noise to simulate noise in the process of estimating the reached position.
6.2.1 Results

Table 6.1 and 6.2 contain the results from simulations with and without Gaussian noise added in the visual servoing process. LWPR denotes the mean deviation with just the trained LWPR model while I-LWPR denotes the mean error when LWPR model has been used incrementally. That is, for each position 100 attempts to reach it are done. The reached position after each attempt was used as a training sample to the LWPR model and the presented result is the reached position after the 100th attempt. J stands for the correct Jacobian of the LWPR model and A for the initial naive approximation of the Jacobian. Static/Update denotes whether the static or the updating approach has been used. The stopping criteria for the visual servoing was set to 20 iterations or deviation of less than 0.1 mm from the desired position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training points:</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>5000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWPR</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-LWPR</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Static</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Update</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Static</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Update</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1. Evaluation on simulated 2D+ scenario when trained with 500, 1000 and 5000 training samples. The numbers presented are the mean deviation in mm from desired position. 1000 test points were used. No noise has been used in the iterations of the visual servoing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training points:</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>5000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWPR</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-LWPR</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Static</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Update</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Static</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Update</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2. Evaluation on simulated 2D+ scenario when trained with 500, 1000 and 5000 training samples. The numbers presented are the mean deviation in mm from desired position. 1000 test points were used. Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 2.6 mm was used in the iterations of the visual servoing.
6.2.2 Discussion

The results from the simulator shows that by combining LWPR with visual servoing a higher level of accuracy is reached than by using LWPR alone. The visual servoing approach outperforms the I-LWPR even when the number of iterations made by I-LWPR is 5 times as many (100 vs 20).

The results from the noise contaminated case may appear too good, because the mean error after visual servoing is less than the mean error of perfect positioning with just the Gaussian noise added. This can be explained by the fact that the visual servoing got 10 iterations to improve the position. When the reached position is close to the desired position after just a few iterations, the remaining iterations may result in a better observed position than just one perfectly positioned with added noise would.

The obtained results show that the correct Jacobian compares favorable to the approximation. In the noise free scenario, the true Jacobian outperforms the approximative by an order of magnitude.

The choice between a static approach or an updating approach is not as clear as the choice between true Jacobian or approximative Jacobian. The real world experiments will focus on this question.

6.3 Real World Setup

The real world experimental setup consisted of a low cost robotic arm of Lynx-6 type [3] (see figure 6.1) and a calibrated stereo rig. The end-effector of the robotic arm was equipped with three spherical markers in distinct colors. The configuration of the end-effector was estimated through a four step process:

1. Detection of the 2D positions of the spherical markers in left and right image.
2. By stereo triangulation acquire the 3D positions of each marker relative the left camera.
3. Map the acquired 3D positions to the reference frame centered at the base of the robotic arm.
4. Estimate the configuration of the end effector based on the position of markers.

The entire process could as easy (if not easier) be done in a image based way, i.e. by using image coordinates. This would avoid the extra uncertainties introduced by step 2 and 3 described above. The reason for doing the real world experiments in a position based way and not in an image based way was purely due to practical issues, e.g. the stereo rig being moved would render the collected training data untrustworthy. The real world experimental setup is described in more detail in Appendix B.
Simulator results showed that the correct Jacobian outperformed the naive approximation. Real world experiments are therefore done just using the correct Jacobian. Training points for the real world evaluation were acquired by using the analytical model to move the robotic arm. The analytical model was instructed to position the end-effector in the grip-plane or in the movement-plane and the reached position was estimated and later used as a training sample.

### 6.3.1 Results

Table 6.3 contain the results from real world evaluation. \( \text{LWPR} \) denotes the mean deviation with just the trained LWPR model. \( J \) stands for the correct Jacobian of the LWPR model and \( \text{Static/Update} \) denotes whether the static or the updating approach has been used. The stopping criteria for the visual servoing was set to 20 iterations or deviation of less than 1 mm from the desired position.

The noise in estimated positions due to e.g. the robotic arm shaking, noise in captured images and non-perfect segmentation of markers was assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean. The standard deviation was estimated to 2.6 mm.

The performance of the analytical model was evaluated on 100 random positions in the 2D+ space. The mean error was estimated to 15.87 mm. However, it should be noted that no time was spent on fine tuning the analytical model. Also, the analytical model is heavily dependent on the calibration of the stereo rig and the

![Figure 6.1. The experimental setup used for the experiments.](image)
6.3 Real World Setup

mapping from camera frame to robot frame while the learned inverse kinematics was trained with data acquired with these imperfections.

No evaluation of the visual servoing methods was done for the 10k case. The level of accuracy reached for 1k and 5k is as accurate as the noise level permits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training points:</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>5000</th>
<th>10 000$^1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWPR</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Static</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Update</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytic solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3. Evaluation on real world 2D+ scenario. The numbers presented are the mean deviation in mm from desired position. 50 test points were used for evaluation except from in the 10k case and in the analytical case were 100 test positions were used. Stopping criteria for the visual servoing was 10 iterations or a deviation less than 1 mm.

6.3.2 Discussion

The result from the real world experiments supports the results obtained through simulations. This consistency between simulations and the real world, strengthens the confidence to be placed in the obtained results, even though the exact numbers can be questioned.

The open question from the simulator, regarding a static or an updating approach does seems to have an answer. The main difference between the two approaches can best be seen when the inverse kinematics has been learned from few training samples. In this case the updating approach works better than the static. This can be explained by the fact that the updating approach got a chance to correct for an initial erroneous Jacobian, which is more likely to be the case when the LWPR model has been trained on fewer points. This leads to the conclusion that the updating approach is to be preferred.

It can be noted that the accuracy when trained on 1000 points (or more) is high enough for the COSPAL shape sorting puzzle.

$^1$The LWPR model was trained on a total of 6k unique points. The first 1000 points were shown (in random order) 5 times and then the additional 5k points were used.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter contains conclusions and discussions. Some suggestions for further work are presented.

7.1 Conclusions

From the results obtained, both from the simulator and the real world, we conclude that by combining inverse kinematics learned by LWPR with visual servoing, a high level of accuracy can be reached. The trained systems shows a performance with sufficient accuracy for the shape sorting puzzle setup used in COSPAL.

Results, both from the simulator and the real world, showed that the correct Jacobian of the LWPR model (5.14) combined with the proposed updating approach (5.3.3) seems to be the best approach.

Furthermore we may draw the conclusion that the actual limit of the accuracy is decided by the noise levels when estimating the position. To further increase the performance, work should be done to improve the segmentation routine.

7.2 Future Work

To further improve the accuracy, the noise in acquired training points has to be reduced. However, the next step to make the system more in line with the COSPAL philosophy would be to remove the spherical markers from the end-effector and also include learning to recognize the end-effector. This leads to the decision not to spend time on perfecting the current procedure of estimating the configuration of the end-effector.

One problem with LWPR is that if a position can be reached in two ways, say with the base servo $= \pm \pi$, and training points are drawn equally from both these
constellations, the output would be the average of these two positions, i.e. base servo = 0. One potential way to solve this problem would be to use the channel representation [11]. By channel encoding the input and the output this unwanted averaging property could hopefully be avoided. If this would introduce other problems need to be investigated.
Appendix A

Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation Without Retraining

A.1 The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury Theorem

For the derivation of the expression for leave-one-out cross-validation without retraining the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury [5] theorem will be used. The theorem is restated here for completeness.

The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury theorem: 1 Let \( A \) be a nonsingular matrix and \( u \) and \( v \) be two column vectors such that \( 1 - v^T A^{-1} u \neq 0 \). Then

\[
(A - uv^T)^{-1} = A^{-1} + \frac{A^{-1}uv^T A^{-1}}{1 - v^T A^{-1} u} \tag{A.1}
\]

A.2 Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation Without Retraining

This section recapitulates how the leave-one-out cross-validation cost function \( J \) can be computed without retraining. \( J \) is given as

\[
J = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \| y_n - \hat{y}_{n,-n} \|^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} \tag{A.2}
\]

where \( \hat{y}_{n,-n} \) denotes the estimate of \( y_n \) when the model has been trained on all training points except the \( n \):th. Straightforward calculation of \( J \) would require the training data to be kept in memory (to enable the needed \( N \)-fold training). Fortunately this can be avoided [7].
Assume for the moment that we are dealing with ordinary least-squares regression where all $w_n = 1$ and $y_n$ is a scalar. The estimate of $\hat{y}_n$ would then (using the same notation as in chapter 3) be given as $\hat{y}_n = \beta^T x_n$, where $\beta = (X^T X)^{-1} X^T Y$.

Let $\beta = C^{-1} d$ where $C^{-1} = (X^T X)^{-1}$ and $d = X^T Y$. Let further the subscript $-n$ denote that the $n$:th training point is omitted. This means that

$$C_{-n} = C - x_n x_n^T$$  \hfill (A.3)

$$d_{-n} = d - x_n y_n$$  \hfill (A.4)

$$\beta_{-n} = C_{-n}^{-1} d_{-n}.$$  \hfill (A.5)

Assuming that $x_n^T C^{-1} x_n \neq 1$ and applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury theorem (see appendix A.1) to equation A.5 results in

$$C_{-n}^{-1} = (C^{-1} + \frac{C^{-1} x_n x_n^T C^{-1}}{1 - x_n^T C^{-1} x_n}).$$  \hfill (A.6)

Hence, after some algebraic manipulation (A.6) can be written as

$$\beta_{-n} = \beta + \frac{C^{-1} x_n (x_n^T \beta - y_n)}{1 - x_n^T C^{-1} x_n}.$$  \hfill (A.7)

This in turn means that

$$\|y_n - \hat{y}_{n,-n}\|^2 = \|y_n - \beta_{-n} x_n\|^2 = \|y_n - \hat{y}_n\|^2.$$  \hfill (A.8)

Doing the same calculations for the case where not all $w_n = 1$ leads to

$$J = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \|y_n - \hat{y}_{n,-n}\|^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{w_n (y_n - \hat{y}_n)^2}{1 - w_n x_n^T C^{-1} x_n}.$$  \hfill (A.9)
Appendix B

Experimental Setup

B.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental real world setup consisted of a Lynx-6 robotic arm [3] and a calibrated stereo rig. The end-effector, in our case a simple two fingered gripper, of the robotic arm was equipped with three spherical markers in distinct colors.

B.2 Data Acquisition

The robotic arm was moved and the configuration of the end-effector was estimated through a four step process:

1. Detection of the 2D positions of the spherical markers in left and right image.
2. By stereo triangulation acquire the 3D positions of each marker relative the left camera.
3. Map the acquired 3D positions to the reference frame centered at the base of the robotic arm.
4. Estimate the configuration of the end effector based on the position of markers.

B.2.1 Detection of 2D Positions

The gripper of the robotic arm was equipped with spherical markers in distinct colors. The center of each marker was detected by a simple segmentation routine (see figure B.1) based on thresholding in the CIE 1979 L*a*b* colorspace. The CIE 1976 L*a*b* color space separates intensity information, L*, and color information, a* and b*. This will in theory give a representation of color insensitive to moderate changes in light intensity [29].
Experimental Setup

Figure B.1. The spherical markers segmented in the image captured by the left camera. The calibration pattern used in step 3 can be seen placed in front of the robotic arm.

B.2.2 Stereo Triangulation

Given the pixel coordinate for each marker in the left and right image the 3D position was obtained through stereo triangulation. For this purpose the Camera
B.2 Data Acquisition

Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [1] was used.

B.2.3 Mapping Positions Into Robot Frame

A calibration pattern, figure B.2, was placed in front of the robotic arm. The 3D position of each crossing was acquired in the camera frame (by stereo triangulation) and in robot frame (known by placement of the calibration pattern). Solving the least-squares problem that arises gives the mapping between the two coordinate frames. Since it is known beforehand that the sought homogeneous transform matrix is a mapping between two orthogonal coordinate system the true transform matrix can be estimated even though all calibration points are in the same plane [16]. The estimated mapping is then used to map the positions of the spherical markers into the robotic coordinate frame, see figure B.3.

Figure B.2. The calibration pattern. The L-shaped dots are used to distinguish each crossing by relating them to a coordinate frame attached to the L.

B.2.4 Estimating the Configuration of the End-Effector

Given the 3D position in the robot frame of each marker, the end position of the gripper was estimated as the point between the two markers at the end of the fingers of the gripper. The approach vector was given as the vector from the third marker to the previously estimated end position. The rotation vector was estimated as the vector between the two markers at the end of the fingers of the gripper.
Figure B.3. The positions of the spherical markers and the calibration pattern are given in the coordinate frame centered at the base of the robotic arm.
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